The NF and PASRR at Admission

*Please note that if the Level I is incomplete OR instructions for outcome are not followed, the CMHC will return the Level I to the NF for corrections.*

*A re-admission is when an individual goes to the hospital and back or from one NF to another without a break in their NF care status (no discharge). PASRR remains good unless there has been a significant change.*

*Once an individual is discharged from a NF, when they return to any NF they are considered a new admit and the PASRR process starts over.*
The NF and PASRR - Significant Changes

Individual already identified as PASRR has had a change in their mental or physical condition

OR

Individual not previously identified as PASRR has a new diagnosis that could potentially be PASRR

OR

PASRR Individual has been discharged, transferred, or is deceased

MAP 4095 (Significant Change form) completed by NF

Change in condition did not affect the Level of care and need for services; or new diagnosis did not meet PASRR criteria outlined on the Significant Change Form – Section 4 outcome is NO

NF files the Significant Change Form in the patient chart

Change in condition affected their need for nursing facility level of care, specialized services, or recommended services of lesser intensity; or newly identified diagnosis meets PASRR criteria outlined on the Significant Change Form – Section 4 outcome is YES

Refer to CMH (no response will be sent back to the NF for discharge, transfer, or death reports)

CMHC sends back:
- Determination of LOC,
- Recommendations for Specialized Services; and/or
- Recommendations for Services of Lesser Intensity

CMHC sends Response to Referral to NF to indicate the individual did not meet PASRR criteria

NF files both the Significant Change Form and Response to Referral in the patient chart

*Please note that if the MAP 4095 is incomplete OR instructions for outcome are not followed, the CMHC will return the form to the NF for corrections.